As a descending water jet accelerates, it narrows and ultimately breaks up into droplets, a common everyday observation captured by the Plateau-Rayleigh (PR) capillary instability. [1] [2] [3] [4] Two competing classes of force give rise to this instability: (1) surface tension that minimizes the surface area and disrupts the jet and (2) inertia, 5 viscous dissipation forces, 6 or visco-elastic forces 7 that maintain it. Hydrodynamic instabilities have recently become particularly pertinent to optical fiber fabrication with the development of photonic crystal fibers containing air holes 8 and multi-material fibers where distinct solid materials are co-drawn to form novel fiber sensors 9, 10 and actuators. 11 In contrast to traditional optical fibers where the core and cladding are virtually the same material, these novel fibers involve heterogeneous interfaces that are susceptible to instability growth during processing at elevated temperatures and low viscosity. For example, it has been established that scattering from frozen surface capillary waves is the dominant source of optical transmission loss in photonic crystal fibers 12, 13 and that fluid instabilities limit the reduction in feature size in multi-material fibers. 14, 15 Surfacetension-driven instabilities, which dominate at large surfacecurvature, are consequently expected to determine the smallest transverse size of an axially continuous feature in a multimaterial fiber. We present here the first observation of the PR capillary instability in a multi-material fiber at the corecladding interface. We observe a wide gamut of dynamical fluid phenomena in the fibers such as droplet pinch-off, growth of periodic droplet arrays, and inter-droplet satellite and sub-satellite formation. We also develop a quasi-static extension of Tomotika's linear stability analysis 16 as a theoretical framework for our findings.
We use fiber tapering 17, 18 to study the effect of scale reduction and thermal treatment on multi-material fiber stability. The fiber is inserted in a heating zone for a fixed time interval before both fiber ends are pulled symmetrically in opposite directions [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The three controllable tapering parameters [inset of Fig. 1(a) ] are (1) temperature T, which determines the viscosity, (2) tapering distance ', which determines the size reduction, and (3) tapering speed v, which determines the dwelling time in the heating zone. The fiber used in this study consists of a chalcogenide glass (As 2 Se 3 ) core and a thermoplastic polymer cladding [polyethersulfone (PES), Fig. 1(b) ]. A typical taper is shown in Fig. 1(c) . The initially continuous core has evolved into a periodic string of droplets in the tapered section [ Fig. 1(d) ]. This highly robust observation is a manifestation of the PR capillary instability culminating in fiber-core breakup, as we proceed to demonstrate. The full process is shown in Fig. 1 (e) with increasing T (at fixed v and '). At lower T, the viscosity is large [ Fig. 1(f) ], and the core remains intact. As T increases, the viscosity drops and surface tension overcomes the inertial viscous force, leading to instability growth until droplets are formed.
We first examine the effect of static fiber heating (v ¼ 0) on the core stability. Since the result is "frozen" in the fiber, we can monitor the details of the instability growth. We heat identical fibers for progressively longer intervals, dissolve the cladding using an organic solvent, 14 and obtain scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of the core [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Although the PR instability is initiated through thermodynamic fluctuations at the core-cladding interface, 12 single instability wavelengths are favored by the process and grow without bound resulting in core breakup. 16 A shallow sinusoidal modulation first appears at the interface [ . 19 The satellite in turn undergoes the same capillary instability, breaking up into sub-satellites at a smaller scale [ Fig. 2(f) ]. This fractal process continues at progressively smaller scales down to a fourth generation as shown in Fig.  2 (g) (a total of 9 satellite droplets between mother droplets). 19 We measured the breakup time s B (heating time needed until core breakup) in the static case and find that it depends inversely on T [ Fig. 3(a) ]. To analyze these results quantitatively we adopt the linear stability analysis of Tomotika Pa.s (assumed constant at the temperatures of interest). Surface tension is c ¼ 0:1 N/m between As 2 Se 3 and PES, 20 and
where k is the perturbation wavelength, a is the core radius, and D is the core diameter. In the static case s B ðTÞ ¼ nðTÞD and P B ¼ p x m D, where x m is the value of x that minimizes s B for a given wavelength, P B ¼ k is the breakup period, and
, where U is given by Eqs. (39) and (40) in Ref. 16 . The calculated instability growth rate for static heating [ Fig. 3(b) ] is in agreement with the data in Fig.  3(a) . Although the Tomotika theory is based on an unbound surrounding fluid, the ratio of cladding to core diameters is sufficiently large here ($50) to justify this approximation. In order to describe the breakup process during tapering, we adopt a quasi-static model that decouples the instability growth from the tapering dynamics. This may be justified by the difference in time scales of the two processes: the slow breakup and the rapid variation in size during tapering. This model, despite its simplicity, yields results in good agreement with our observations. The taper diameter at time t after start of tapering is Dðt; vÞ ¼ D i expfÀvt=hg, where the initial core diameter at t ¼ 0 is D i ¼ 10 lm and h is the length of the heating zone (%7.5 mm). This formula is derived utilizing geometric considerations and simplifying but reasonable physical assumptions: (1) conservation of volume, (2) a uniform spatial distribution of temperature in the heating zone, and (3) the material exiting the heating zone cools down immediately. If breakup occurs at t ¼ s B , the core diameter is Dðs B ; vÞ, respectively. The breakup time s B ðv; TÞ now involves the hydrodynamic instability parameters in nðTÞ and the tapering kinematics in Dðs B ; vÞ. Our model for the excess time Ds B required for breakup provides an excellent fit to our experimental findings after the proportionality constant (the only fitting parameter in our model) was determined empirically. Subsequent tapering after breakup (' > vs B ) results in an increase in the inter-particle separation period according to Pð'; v; TÞ ¼ P B expf2ð' À vs B Þ=hg. We thus have a predictive theory for the dependence of the final inter-particle separation P on the tapering parameters.
When we increase ' [v ¼ 1 mm/s, T ¼ 285 C; Fig. 3(c) ], the core remains intact until ' ¼ 21 mm, after which it breaks up, and further elongation increases the droplet separation. Next consider the effect of v [' ¼ 23 mm, T ¼ 285 C; Fig.  3(d) ]. At high v, the dwelling time in the heating zone may be less than s B and the core remains intact. At lower v, the fiber dwells longer, thus having the opportunity to reach s B and hence breaks up. Consequently, tapering at high speeds allows us to reach smaller-diameter cores before breakup. Finally, consider the effect of T [v ¼ 1 mm/s, ' ¼ 23 mm; Fig. 3(e) ]. At low T, the viscosity of the core is relatively large and the core remains intact. As T increases, the PR instability grows until droplets are formed and P increases with T. The quality of the fit in Fig. 3(e) is less than in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) which show the effect of kinematic parameters v and '. This is most likely due to the approximations used in the temperature dependence of l p and l g . 20, 21 Our linear model does not consider the strongly nonlinear processes that take place during pinch-off and droplet breakup. Nevertheless, since these later stages occur at much faster time scales than that of the initial instability development, it is expected that our model will still provide a reasonable prediction of P.
The process described here offers an unconventional topdown approach to fabricating solid micro-structures with tunable size. Particles of prescribed size are produced in two steps: the fiber is tapered at high speed (vs B > l) to reach an intactcore-diameter D, after which it is heated to induce breakup into spheres with diameter D s ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi ffi
In general if the core diameter is D at breakup, then the particle diameter is $ 2D. Temperature and tapering rate may be used as parameters to control the onset of the Plateau-Rayleigh instability, thus indirectly the resulting particle diameter. To demonstrate size control, we produce particles at three different sizes: 5, 2, and
Using dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements we have established that the standard deviation of the particle size dispersion is typically $10% of the mean particle size. Furthermore, this approach is amenable to a wide range of materials that may be included in multimaterial fibers [9] [10] [11] where the instability dynamics are dominated by viscosity and surface tension. Examples of such materials include soft glasses and thermoplastic polymers. 10 Moreover, since the process starts from a macroscopic preform, it may be possible to obtain particles of complex structure by constructing the preform with the prescribed structure.
In summary, we have reported the observation of the PR capillary instability in multi-material optical fiber cores during tapering, leading to breakup of the core into spherical droplets. A theoretical model was developed that determines the effect of tapering parameters on the core stability. This setting offers a new playground for micro-scale fluid dynamics extending it into new geometries and materials. The physical process described here is an unconventional top-down approach to the fabrication of micro-structures from a variety of materials. Using this approach we have demonstrated control over the particle diameter in the 1-20 lm range. It seems possible that this technique may be extended to the fabrication of both larger particles and smaller nanoparticles from a variety of materials that can be processed by thermal drawing. This surface-tension-driven instability results in extremely smooth particle surfaces, making them potentially useful in photonics applications as optical micro-resonators.
